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Class above

Mercedes-Benz reveals all-new, seventh-gen S-Class sedan
bringing new levels of tech and luxury to brand
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By CALLUM HUNTER

MERCEDES-BENZ has at long
last debuted its new-generation
S-Class executive sedan, with the
big four-door flagship brandishing
a new look and even more copious
amounts of technology than before.
Measuring in at 5179mm long
in short-wheelbase guise, the new
S-Class is 54mm longer, 55mm
wider (1954mm) and 10mm taller
(1503mm) than the outgoing
model, while the long-wheelbase
‘L’ variants gain an extra 34mm in
length and 12mm in height, with
both riding on noticeably longer
wheelbases (+71mm/+51mm).
The extra length has resulted in
an additional 41mm of legroom
in the back of the short-wheelbase
variants and 24mm for the long
wheelbase, while a 36mm-wider
front track allows for 38mm more
front ‘elbow room’.
The rear track has also been
widened by 51mm while boot
capacity is up 20 litres to 550L.
In terms of styling, the S-Class has

been brought neatly into line with the
rest of the recently launched Mercedes
line-up, sporting softer, more rounded
features with gentler contour lines.
Not unexpectedly, the biggest
changes have been made at the front
where a new, much bigger grille
dominates the revamped fascia,
flanked on either side by a set of
longer, frowning headlights.
Underneath is a secondary, almost
full-width grille which dispenses
with the current model’s tripleintake arrangement.
The character and parabolic lines
running down the sides of the body
have all been softened and rounded
off, helping the new S-Class to
achieve a drag coefficient of just 0.22.
Under the bonnet, only two
powertrains will be available at
launch, both being in-line sixes.
The first option is a 2.9-litre
turbo-diesel
mill
developing
210kW of power from 34004600rpm and 600Nm of torque
between 1200-3200rpm.
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This engine will be responsible
for motivating the S350d, S350d
4Matic and S400d 4Matic, although
in the latter it will be tuned to churn
out a meatier 243kW/700Nm.
The second is a turbocharged
3.0-litre petrol unit good for
270kW/500Nm in the S450 4Matic
and 320kW/520Nm in the more
potent S500 4Matic.
In either guise, the petrol engine
is also supported by Mercedes’
proprietary EQ Boost startergenerator which can provide an
additional 16kW/250Nm during
acceleration.
Regardless of engine choice,
power is sent to the driving
wheels via a nine-speed automatic
transmission with the 4Matic
nomenclature denoting the inclusion
of all-wheel drive.
Official fuel consumption for
the diesels range between 6.4
and 8.0 litres per 100km while
the petrol hybrid ranges from
7.8 to 9.5L/100km on the WTLP
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combined cycle.
CO2 emissions meanwhile are
pegged at 169-211g per kilometre
and 178-216g/km respectively.
While the six-cylinder variants
will be the only ones offered from
launch, Mercedes says a V8powered mild-hybrid variant will be
available soon after with a plug-in
hybrid variant also due sometime
next year.
Described by brand chief
executive Ola Källenius as a
“technological tour de force”, the
new S-Class is jam-packed full of
features, technology and safety gear
all designed to make it as luxurious
and as safe as possible.
According to the brand, the “10
most important new features” on
the new S-Class include the debut
of the second-generation MBUX
infotainment
system,
MBUX
Interior Assist, 250-colour LED
ambient lighting, new-generation
driving assistance package, frontal
rear airbags, optional rear-axle
steering
system,
over-the-air
software updates, optional E-Active
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Body Control suspension, optional
Drive
Pilot
semi-autonomous
driving system and the optional
Digital Light headlight technology.
One of the key new innovations
of the second-gen MBUX system is
its 3D driver display which “allows
spatial perception of the scene

with a real 3D effect thanks to eyetracking” and voice-recognition.
The eye tracking – and other
functions included in the MBUX
Interior Assist system – comes
courtesy of a camera mounted in the
‘overhead control panel’.
The same system, along with new

self-learning algorithms, is also used
to perform many of the functions
included in the new MBUX Interior
Assist suite, one of the myriad steps
the new S-Class has taken towards
autonomous motoring.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

Serve first.
Everyone wants to sell you something.
Wouldn’t it be nice if they offered to
serve you first?
At Auto-IT, our people seek to understand
your business first, so they can recommend
great solutions after. They then train you
and support you on your journey - creating a
genuine partnership where everyone wins.
To win, though, you must first survive. Talk
to us about ways you can make it through
this challenging period.
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French flair

Updated Peugeot 3008 medium SUV revealed
ahead of Q1 2020 Australian arrival
By ROBBIE WALLIS

FRENCH car-maker Peugeot has
debuted its revamped 3008 medium
SUV overnight, revealing significant
design changes as well as upgrades to
equipment and technology features.
Set for a local arrival in the first
quarter of next year, the new 3008
wears a different face compared to
its predecessor, headlined by its new
frameless grille that bleeds into the
corners of the front fascia, giving the
car a wide and commanding look.
The LED headlights have been
reshaped for a more aggressive look,
with a vertical daytime running light
(DRL) strip flowing downwards
into the bumper.
GT grades score full LED beams
with cornering function, while the
foglights have now been integrated
into the headlamps with a new
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

‘Foggy Mode’ function.
At the rear, the tail-lights have a
3D, claw-like effect and are covered
by clear, smoked glass and separated
by a black boot lid, while a floating
C-pillar and roof rails give the car a
sense of length.
Alloy wheels vary up to 19 inches
in size, while a ‘Black Pack’ is
available that brings a number of
darkened elements to the exterior
trim and wheels.
Inside, Peugeot’s futuristic i-Cockpit
layout has been updated with the 12.3inch high-set digital instrument cluster
now featuring ‘Normally Black’ tech
that helps improve rendering for better
readability and contrast.
The old 8.0-inch touchscreen
infotainment system has been
replaced by a larger 10-inch unit
with an upgraded operating system,

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

accessed by the same ‘piano key’
toggle switches as before.
Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and
wireless charging come as standard,
while a 515-watt Focal audio system
can be had as an option.
As for engines, the new 3008 is
available with two hybrid, three
petrol and two diesel engines
globally, with Peugeot Citroen

Australia (PCA) confirming that the
updated range will carry over the
current engine line-up.
The existing 3008 can be had with
the choice of either the 1.6-litre
turbo-petrol four-cylinder engine
developing 121kW/240Nm, or the
larger 2.0-litre turbo-diesel four-pot
good for 133kW/400Nm.
Both are mated to an eight-speed

automatic transmission and drive the
front wheels, with all updated grades
treated to a drive mode selector.
Two plug-in hybrid (PHEV)
grades are available overseas, with
PCA saying it is considering bringing
a hybrid version Down Under in the
second quarter of next year.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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T time

MG bolsters small SUV stable with addition
of all-new, two-variant ZST line-up
By CALLUM HUNTER
on as the more budget-oriented
MG MOTOR Australia has debuted offering within the class.
its second compact SUV, designed
Visually, the two models do not
to sit above the established ZS in a look to share any major panels or
new two-pronged strategy aimed at features other than their rough size
capitalising on Australia’s insatiable and sweeping C-pillars/hip lines.
appetite for SUVs.
Overall the ZST looks more
Dubbed the ZST, MG is adamant aggressive thanks to its gloss black
the new model is more
grille, black mirror caps,
than just a ZS with new
more squinted headlights
PRICING:
styling and an extra Excite (a) $28,480 and sportier, tripleletter on its name, with Essence (a) $31,490 intake front bumper.
MG Motor Australia
Things
are
more
and New Zealand CEO Peter Ciao similar at the rear however with the
stating “it was designed to raise the ZST’s rear fascia and tailgate looking
bar and stand out in the crowded like an evolution of the ZS’s rear end
small SUV segment”.
with a few nips and tucks around
Priced from $28,490 plus on- the place and a more aggressively
road costs, the ZST will be offered sculpted rear bumper – the flush dual
here in two guises – Excite and exhausts are the big giveaway.
Essence ($31,490) – leaving the
established ZS line-up to soldier
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE
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DEALER PRINCIPAL
• Dealer Principal or General Manager looking for the next step?
• Equity Opportunity available.
• Multi-franchise site.
Are you a champion in Dealership Sales or Service and
People Management and want to be an equity holding
Dealer Principal of a multi-franchise dealership group?
Autopact is looking for a Dealer Principal for its Bathurst
Motors site. The successful applicant will be offered an
opportunity to buy dealership shares.
You will be a highly successful Dealer Principal or General
Manager that is currently well regarded by franchisors.
This is not an entry level management position but a senior
role, as you will be afforded a great deal of independence.
Our successful business model requires our DP partners
to deliver at high levels on three performance measures:
• Profitability.

We would expect that you can demonstrate:
• Management experience spanning 10 years or more.
• Leadership skills and ability to develop a culture that
encourages and promotes excellence, professionalism,
teamwork and accountability.
• Strong commercial acumen with sound financial discipline
to oversee efficient and profitable dealership operations.
• Willingness to relocate to a vibrant, rural centre.
Do you have a desire to work hard and earn an equity
opportunity in a successful automotive dealership, but
thought the opportunity would never come your way?
If so, talk to us today!

• Customer Satisfaction.

The interview process will be highly confidential and all
applications will be treated in the strictest confidence.

• Franchise Target Achievement.

Applications submitted by COB Friday 18 September 2020.

For more information about Autopact and to apply for this role
please call Mick Rudd, National Head of People and Culture,
on 0421 724 943 or email mick.rudd@autopact.com.au
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Life without Liberty

Subaru Australia bids farewell to Liberty sedan
following over 30 years of service in line-up
By CALLUM HUNTER

THE ongoing SUV onslaught has
claimed one of its biggest and most
iconic passenger car scalps to date,
with Subaru Australia announcing last
week that its Liberty mid-sized sedan
will be axed after 31 years of service.
With only 2441 units sold over
the past two years, the Liberty was
outsold more than five times over by
the closely related Outback wagonSUV and according to the latest
round of VFacts figures, that trend
has continued in 2020.
As of the end of August, 573 new
Libertys had found homes in Australia
compared to the 3104 Outbacks that
were shifted over the same period.
In fact only the niche WRXbased Levorg wagon (230) and
BRZ coupe (216) have performed
worse than the Liberty this year,
however Subaru insists they are
niches worth occupying.
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

Despite the slow sales, those 573
deliveries account for 8.0 per cent
of the total sub-$60,000 medium
car market, a stark indication of the
segment’s shrinking popularity.
The other definitive nail in the
coffin for the iconic mid-sizer is the
fact the Outback is not even Subaru’s
best-selling vehicle this year – that
mantra belongs to the Forester with
7436 units sold so far in 2020.
“More recent contraction of the
medium sector has seen Subaru’s
burgeoning Sports Utility Vehicle
(SUV) range surpass Liberty’s
previous successes,” the brand said
in a statement.
In total, Subaru has notched up
more than 153,700 Liberty sales in
Australia across the six generations
to have been offered here with
each generation bringing their own
distinct character.
“The first turbocharged Libertys

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

paved the way for the fantastic
successes that followed with both
Subaru Rally Team Australia and
the Subaru World Rally Team,”
Subaru Australia managing director
Christian Dinsdale said.
“While customer preferences have
moved on to other vehicles in our
range, Liberty has played a hugely
influential role in the brand’s growth
and reputation for engineering,
safety, durability and retained value.
“It was our first model with global

appeal and moved the brand away
from its utilitarian roots to becoming
a respected automotive company.”
Despite the somewhat cult
following amassed by the various
generation cars, Mr Dinsdale assured
both prospective and returning
customers that Subaru still had and
would continue to offer sedans.
“For those customers still seeking
a Subaru sedan, we remind them that
current-generation Impreza closely
mimics the physical size of thirdgeneration Liberty sedan and, of
course, offers the same symmetrical
all-wheel drive attributes.
“Equally, WRX is a performance
sedan option that is probably the
closest relative to the various

turbocharged Liberty variants, such
as the RS, GT and tuned by STI,
which captured the hearts of so many
enthusiastic drivers in their heyday.”
A turbocharger was one of the
Liberty’s defining features (in the
higher grades) when it debuted in
1989, a trait it would keep right up
until the six-cylinder 3.6R replaced
the GT as the range flagship in 2015
with the launch of the sixth generation.
Up until then, the six-cylinder
R variants had always sat one step
below the turbocharged GTs (fourth
and fifth generation), carrying a
more luxury-biased image rather
than all-out performance.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

JATO Auto Specification Database
The trusted partner of the
Automotive Community

JATO New & Used Vehicle Database
Catalogue 2020 back to 1995
Every Vehicle Yearline from 2020 back to 1995 – 25+ Yrs
110,000+ Yearlines of Vehicles (JATO CAT IDs)
Over 87+ million fields of vehicle specification, standard features
complete list of options & option packs, colour & trim data
90%+ Coverage of Australian Vehicle Carparc
New! Rego & VIN to JATO Code Vehicle Identification technology
coming soon!
Nick Adamidis
+61 423 361 321
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(2020-1995)
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110,000+ Yearlines of
New & Used Passenger
& Light Commercial
Vehicle data

Philip Galway
+61 401 282 321

87+ million fields of
data - the most
comprehensive vehicle
database in Australia
www.jato.com/australia/

87M+
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Contact Sport

Jeep shakes up Wrangler range with new Sport S
entry variant, reveal of 4xe PHEV powertrain
By CALLUM HUNTER

JEEP Australia has given its local
Wrangler line-up a serious overhaul
for the 2021 model year, one that
drops diesel power from the range
completely as well as ushers in a few
new nameplates to bring the rugged
off-roader more into line with the
rest of the brand’s offerings.
Down from six variants to five,
the MY21 Wrangler range will be
kicked off by the $51,950 (plus
on-road costs) two-door Sport S,
slashing a not-unnoticeable $7500
off the Wrangler’s entry price.
Powered
by
the
same
206kW/347Nm 3.6-litre V6 petrol
engine as the rest of the range, the
Sport S defies its more affordable
price point – in relation to the MY20
range – by coming as standard with
LED exterior lighting, keyless
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

Google
Reviews 101
for Dealerships

entry, fourth-generation UConnect
7.0-inch touchscreen infotainment
system with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto, automatic headlamps,
push-button start, 7.0-inch driver
information display cluster and
dual-zone climate control as well as
all the usual Wrangler off-road bits.
These include heavy-duty Dana
front and rear axles, underbody skid
plates, wash-out interior, Selectable
Tyre Fill Alert (STFA) system,
Selec-Speed Control and a lowrange transfer case.
Standard safety gear meanwhile
consists of forward collision warning
plus, adaptive cruise control with
stop, blind spot monitor and rear
cross-path detection, all of which is
shared with the rest of the range.
FULL STORY, PRICING: CLICK HERE
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Swift thrift

PARTS PRODUCT
MANAGER.
• AUSTRALIA’S NO.1 TRUCK BRAND
• 31 YEARS AS MARKET LEADER

SALES
ENGINEER.

• NEWLY CREATED ROLE

New pricing, equipment and look for updated
‘Series II’ Suzuki Swift light hatch range

ISUZU TRUCKS has been the Australian
truck market leader for 31 consecutive
years. This is your opportunity to join the
National Parts Team and help continue this
remarkable success.

Reporting to the National Parts Manager, the Parts
Product Manager will:
• Determine and identify Isuzu Australia Limited’s
(IAL) and Transport Industry customers’ needs
through parts product / pricing research and
dealer / customer feedback.
• Recommend new products for development and
implementation.
• Identify and carry out due diligence on both
products and suppliers to ensure they meet IAL
quality standards in consultation with IAL legal
and purchasing.
• Develop implementation/communication strategy
for new products release through dealer network.

have also seen price increases of
SUZUKI Australia’s updated Swift $1800 (now $21,490) and $2300
Series II has officially landed Down (now $25,290) respectively.
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www.isuzu.com.au
top-tier GLX Turbo, both of which
FULL STORY, PRICING: CLICK HERE
By CALLUM HUNTER

APPROACHING
30 YEARS AS
#1 IN AUSTRALIA.
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Sharpened up

Hyundai gives visual nip/tuck to refreshed Kona
small SUV range, touching down Q1 2021
By CALLUM HUNTER

JUST days after releasing three
teaser images showing off a revised
front end, Hyundai Motor Company
(HMC) has revealed its new-look
Kona compact SUV which not only
scores fresh styling, but more room,
enhanced connectivity and a new
sporty N-Line variant.
Compared to the current model,
the new Kona is 40mm longer which
HMC says boosts legroom and rear
cargo space, however the brand has
not yet divulged how much extra
room in either respect is on offer.
In terms of looks, designers
have been careful to retain a few
of the Kona’s signature styling
cues – primarily the split headlight
arrangement – while ushering in
a new design language aimed at
making the compact crossover
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

sleeker and more sophisticated.
Gone is the boxy front end and tall
cascade grille, replaced by a more
sweeping bonnet line and much
narrower twin-grille arrangement.
While the curve of the bonnet
line may have been eased, the
sharpness of its join with the grille
has been amplified with the new
longer and thinner grille sitting
lower down in relation to the LED
daytime running lights.
Flanking the grille on either side is
a redesigned headlight arrangement
that from some angles resembles the
gills of a shark – hardly surprising
given HMC said the new nose was
“shark inspired”.
To make the new model appear
more rugged and capable than its
predecessor, the black cladding
enveloping the wheelarches and

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

side skirts has been extended to
now run across the front fascia,
serving as the barrier between the
upper and lower grilles.
From there, a new plastic
skidplate with shark tooth-shaped
flicks underlines and surrounds the
lower intake in contrast with both
the black cladding and body colour.
The grilles themselves are
comprised of black mesh, adding
yet another layer of contrast to what

is ultimately a busy front end.
From the side, the Kona’s flanks
remain largely unchanged save for
some subtly enhanced contour lines
and body sculpting.
At the rear things are also largely
the same as before apart from the
thinner tail-light arrangement and
contrasting rear bumper, building
on the armoured impression started
at the front.
Inside the cabin, the rugged

sophistication theme of the exterior
has been continued with a new centre
console that sits independently of
the dashboard to “emphasise the
horizontal layout”.
Also new is the 10.25-inch digital
instrument cluster, ambient lighting,
revised (read improved) materials
and aluminium-finished bezels
around the speakers and air vents.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Lockdown limbo
Ford Ranger

Toyota RAV4

Victorian new-car sales plunge with Covid-19
restrictions as national sales continue falling
By ROBBIE WALLIS

FOLLOWING a month of tight
Stage Four lockdown restrictions,
new-car sales in Victoria are in
freefall, spearheading a nationwide
monthly decline of 28.8 per cent
that brings the overall year-to-date
drop to 20.4 per cent.
According to official VFacts
figures, the clamp-down in Victoria
has seen the state’s sales tally drop
a massive 65.9 per cent, with 8347
sales for the month compared to
24,476 in August 2019.
Federal Chamber of Automotive
Industries (FCAI) chief executive
Tony Weber said that while other
states were showing some positive
signs, the re-opening of businesses
in Victoria was essential to the car
industry’s recovery.
“The industry has moved swiftly
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

to implement robust CovidSafe
protocols to ensure the health
and wellbeing of employees and
customers is preserved,” he said.
“However, it is particularly difficult
for our members and their Victorian
dealer networks under the current
Stage Four restrictions, and this is
reflected in the reduced sales figures.
“While we have the utmost respect
for essential health priorities, the
automotive industry supports the
re-opening of our economy under
appropriate CovidSafe protocols.
“We’ve seen 29 consecutive
months of diminishing sales in this
industry, and there’s no doubt our
members are feeling the pinch. The
move to commence the reopening
of industry and markets, especially
in Victoria, needs to start as soon as
possible.”

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

Retail sales in Victoria are
banned at least until Stage Four
restrictions are lifted – set for late
October at the earliest – with online
sales still permitted.
Victoria’s 8347 sales were nearly
met by Western Australia’s 7106
new registrations, despite a vast
population difference of roughly
3.9 million residents – 6.5 million
in Victorian compared to 2.6m in
the west.
Overall sales across the country
stood at 60,986 units (-28.8%
from 85,633) with Tasmania also
experiencing a significant dip, down
35.8 per cent.
Other states fared better, with
New South Wales (-16.3%, 23,431

units),
Queensland
(-14.1%,
14,477), South Australia (-10.8%,
4597), Northern Territory (-6.8%,
586) and Western Australia (-4.6%,
7106) all dropping by less than the
national average.
The ACT even grew its year-onyear sales, even if it was by a paltry
five units from 1307 to 1312.
As usual, Toyota was the bestselling brand for the month by
some margin, with 12,449 total
units moved, marking a 20.4 per
cent overall market share despite
a 25.5 per cent skid compared to
August 2019.
The strong performance came
off the back of the popular RAV4
medium SUV, a runaway success in
August with 4825 sales – more than
double the 2006 it sold last August
and the second straight month it has
topped the sales table.
Oddly, one of Toyota’s prime
movers, the HiLux – which is on
track to win Australia’s overall sales

VFACTS WRAP
Top 10 Brands in Aug
Pos

Brand

Sales

1

Toyota

12,449

% Share
20.4
11.3

2

Mazda

6921

3

Hyundai

4525

7.4

4

Kia

4521

7.4

5

Mitsubishi

4308

7.1

6

Ford

3898

6.4

7

VW

2785

4.6

8

Nissan

2380

3.9

9

Mercedes

2064

3.4

10

Subaru

2052

3.4

Source: VFACTS

crown for the fifth year running
– was down 66.9 per cent to 1217
units, due in no small part to the
updated version landing in local
showrooms at the end of the month.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
Gaining momentum – page 14
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Good oil

Audi Australia announces return of fan-favourite
SQ5 TDI diesel performance SUV
By CALLUM HUNTER

AUDI Australia has served up a hot
diesel-flavoured second course in
its Q5 line-up with the oil-burning
SQ5 flagship set to return to Aussie
showrooms in November in new
‘Special Edition’ guise.
Priced from $104,900 plus onroad costs, the new SQ5 TDI
Special Edition sits $3764 upstream
of the regular petrol-powered SQ5
(TFSI), very nearly matching it in
terms of kilowatts while dominating
on torque.
Under the bonnet of the SQ5 TDI
resides a turbocharged 3.0-litre V6
diesel engine developing 255kW
of power and a potent 700Nm of

PRICING:

TFSI (a)
$101,136
TDI Special Edition (a) $104,900
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

torque between 2500-3100rpm.
For reference, the TFSI’s
twin-turbocharged V6 develops
260kW/500Nm.
This mountain of power combined
with the quattro all-wheel-drive
system results in a 0-100km/h time
of 5.1 seconds while the diesel fuel
and 48V mild-hybrid system lead to
a combined fuel economy figure of
6.8L/100km.
As usual for a warmed-over Audi,
transmission duties are taken care
of by an eight-speed automatic
transmission while the quattro
system has been given a rear-biased
tune in the name of dynamics with
up to 85 per cent of torque able to be
sent to the rear wheels.
Just like on the petrol model,
adaptive suspension with damper
control comes as standard while

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

those chasing even more cornering
ability can option a quattro sport
differential.
Befitting of a range flagship,
the SQ5 TDI comes dripping with
standard equipment and safety kit,
including a few extra goodies not
found on the TFSI.
These extra trinkets comprise
matrix LED headlights, massage
function for the front seats, carbon
inlays on the interior trim and a
black exterior package.
Other
standard
equipment
includes Nappa leather sports seats
(heated in the front), 30-colour
ambient
lighting,
three-zone
climate control, power tailgate,
keyless entry and start, rear privacy

glass, panoramic sunroof, Apple
CarPlay/Android
Auto,
Audi
virtual cockpit, 19-speaker Bang
& Olufsen premium sound system,
wireless phone charging and headup display.
Safety
features
include
autonomous emergency braking
with pedestrian detection, exterior
mirrors with auto-dimming, adaptive
cruise control with traffic jam assist,
active lane assist, rear cross-traffic
assist, park assist, hill descent
control, hold assist, surround-view
monitor and reversing camera.
According to Audi Australia
managing director Paul Sansom,
“customers have yearned for the
return” of the SQ5 TDI with the

local subsidiary all too happy to
address these calls.
“In 2013, the first SQ5 TDI
established a new segment of
performance SUVs and was
incredibly popular throughout its
lifetime: for a while it accounted for
a third of all Q5 sales,” he said.
“We’re pleased to be able to meet
their request, and anticipate this
unique segment offering will repeat
the success of its predecessor.”
With the facelifted model due
to arrive here in February next
year, Audi Australia has shifted
1975 Q5s so far this year ending
August, accounting for 11.1 per
cent of the $60,000-plus medium
SUV segment.

www.autoedgenet.com.au
Online Access to Vehicle Values and Specifications
•

New and used vehicle values & specifications for passenger,
commercial, motorcycle, marine & caravan dating back to 1960
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Over 105,000 vehicle year lines
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Vehicle photographs

•
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•
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Future Values optional
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Funding Spyke

Dutch marque Spyker brought back from dead
thanks to Russian oligarch capital
By NEIL DOWLING

THE concept of rebirthing old car
brands is back with Dutch sportscar
brand Spyker announcing it will
start production of a new range
from next year using money from a
Russian oligarch.
The brand confirmed this week it
was being backed by SMP Racing
and BR Engineering, both offshoots
of SMP Bank of Russia founder
Boris Rotenberg, Russia’s biggest
supplier of gas and electricity
powerlines.
Additional funding will come
from Luxembourg design studio
Milan-Morady – owned by
Rotenberg’s
business
partner
Michail Pessis – and German
manufacturer R-Company that has
been servicing current Spyker cars
for owners.
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

Spyker is originally a Dutch
company that made aircraft and
exclusive cars from 1905 until it
first closed its doors in 1953.
Rebirthed in 2000 with two cars
under production, the brand ended
up selling 17 per cent of its business
to Middle East interests in 2005
before agreeing to buy Saab from
General Motors in 2010.
Saab production was halted just a
year later when it ran out of money,
selling Saab to a Chinese company
in 2012 and 30 per cent of its own
brand to another Chinese group that
same year.
In 2015 Spyker was declared
bankrupt before finding court
protection to pay its creditors later
that year.
“There can be no doubt that
Spyker has had a few very tough

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

years since the demise of Saab
Automobile AB, in 2011,” the brand
said in a statement.
“With this new partnership
those days are definitely gone and
Spyker will become an important
player in the super sportscar
market segment.”
The “new” Spyker follows the
rebirthing of other car brand names in
the past five years including Delage,
Atalanta, Borgward and Alvis.

Spyker has now announced
production of three models,
consisting of the C8 Preliator
coupe, an SUV to be known as
the D8 Peking-to-Paris and the
B6 Venator coupe that was first
revealed in 2013.
The cars will be made in Germany
and sold through a showroom in
Monaco.
Spyker previously used Audi’s
4.2-litre V8 petrol engine as the
base powerplant but changes to
Audi’s engine line-up and a search
for more power led to a deal in
2017 to use a Koenigsegg V8 for
the C8 Preliator.
That arrangement fell through
however and so Spyker has not yet

announced what engine will power
its models.
“BR Engineering and MilanMorady have for the past few
years already been involved in the
development and production of
a number of Spyker C8 Ailerons
in so-called Limited Edition BR
configuration in our German
facilities,” Mr Pessis said in a
statement.
“Much to the delight of the
worldwide owners of the 265 Spyker
road cars built to date, the aftersales
department and service facilities
will be located in the new German
production facilities as well.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

From complexity to simplicity
You can’t make a better mousetrap. You can
add features and change the materials but, in
the end, its simple purpose remains the same.
And that’s the thinking that underpins the new
Voyager. Simpler to use, you can customise
Voyager to your specific needs, organising
data to find out what you want at a speed that
will surprise you, backed-up with the support
we’re known for and completely Australian
owned and managed.
So if your current DMS is getting too hard, give
Voyager a go!

FIND OUT
MORE

Get in touch to organise a demonstration or to discuss
the ways Voyager can improve your productivity
Voyager. It really is that simple.
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Prado power

Updated engine, revised pricing for Australia’s
favourite large SUV, the Toyota Prado
By CALLUM HUNTER

THE long-rumoured upgrade of the
venerable Toyota Prado has come to
fruition with the Japanese brand gifting
its most popular large SUV similar
revisions to the newly facelifted
HiLux and Fortuner siblings, those
being more power, more standard
equipment and more safety gear.
The extensive upgrades do come
at a cost however, with the entrylevel GX lifting in price by a hefty
$5750 to $59,840 plus on-roads
thanks to the omission of the sixspeed manual transmission.
GX (a)
GXL (a)
VX (a)
Kakadu (a)

PRICING:

$59,840
$66,540
$76,380
$87,030

SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

Above the GX, the GXL has risen
$2850 to $66,540, the penultimate
VX is up $2390 to $76,380 and the
flagship Kakadu now starts from
$87,030 (+$2804).
Power in all Prado variants still
comes courtesy of a 2.8-litre turbodiesel four-cylinder mill – the same
one that motivates the previously
mentioned HiLux and Fortuner duo.
As a result, power and torque
have jumped by 20kW and 50Nm
respectively to 150kW at 3400Nm
and 500Nm between 1600-2800rpm.
The extra grunt comes courtesy
of a new water-cooled, heavy-duty
ball-bearing turbocharger with a
newly developed variable nozzle
vane mechanism, while cooling and
efficiency have both been stepped up
thanks to “optimised pistons and piston

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

rings, changes to the cylinder block and
head, higher fuel-injection flow rate
and the adoption of high-performance
materials for the exhaust manifold”.
As before, drive is sent
permanently to all four wheels via
a six-speed automatic transmission
with a low-range transfer case.
Despite the power bump, fuel
consumption
has
marginally
improved, down to 7.9 litres per
100km on the combined cycle
(-0.1L/100km) while CO2 emissions
are rated at 209g per kilometre.
Maximum braked towing capacity
also holds firm at 3000kg.
Inside the cabin, a new-generation

multimedia system is standard
across the range, offering a new
9.0-inch touchscreen display (up
from 8.0 inches), Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto as well as an
enhanced voice recognition system.
Rain-sensing wipers have also
been added across the range while
a number of key features contained
within the Toyota Safety Sense
system have been upgraded.
For starters, the autonomous
emergency braking system has been
expanded to now detect cyclists in
daylight and pedestrians at night
(previously only in the day) while
the lane departure warning system

can now brake one side of the
vehicle to help the driver remain in
their desired lane.
Road-sign assist with speed sign
recognition also joins the package
with the new function able to reset
the Prado’s cruise control setting.
Unlike the extensively reskinned
HiLux and Fortuner, the Prado has
not been given a styling makeover
to match its update with the only
visual change being the addition of
a new colour to the paint palette –
‘Espresso Brown’.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
Safety first – next page
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Safety first
LC70

C-HR

New safety gear, spec changes for Toyota SUVs
including C-HR, LC 70 Series and RAV4
By CALLUM HUNTER

TOYOTA Australia has continued
its mass model update with a series
of tweaks and upgrades made to
three of its most popular vehicles.
Following in the wake of the
extensively updated HiLux and
Fortuner duo and an engine and
safety upgrade for the Prado – as
well as the release of the new fourthgen Yaris – the brand has now turned
its hand to the C-HR compact SUV,
LandCruiser 70 Series and bestselling RAV4.
The baby of the Toyota SUV bunch
– at least until the Yaris Cross touches
down in a few months’ time – the
C-HR has been gifted a raft of new
safety kit with the headline act being
an expansion of the car’s autonomous
emergency braking capabilities.
Just like on the Prado, the C-HR’s
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

system can now detect pedestrians
at night as well as in the day with
cyclists now also able to be detected
in daylight.
Emergency steering assist has
also been added across the range, as
has lane keep assist and road-sign
assist with speed-sign recognition.
The flagship Koba trim level
also picks up reverse autonomous
emergency braking as part of its rear
cross-traffic alert system.
These new safety additions do
come at a marginal cost however,
with the base model C-HR 2WD –
now known as the GXL – rising in
price by $625 to now carry a sticker
price of $30,915 plus on-road costs.
This sets the trend for the rest of
the price increases with all versions
climbing in cost by either $475 or
$625 depending on the variant, with

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

the range topping out at $37,165 for
the Koba AWD.
In an added bonus, the base
model’s move to the GXL nameplate
adds keyless entry and push button
start as standard.
Unlike
the
aforementioned
HiLux, Fortuner and Prado, no
mechanical changes have been
made to the C-HR with power still
coming from either a turbocharged
1.2-litre four-cylinder petrol engine
(85kW/185Nm) or a 1.8-litre fourcylinder hybrid setup (90kW).
In either case, drive is sent to the
wheels via a continuously variable
transmission.
The C-HR’s marginal price
increases cannot be found on the

RAV4

updated LandCruiser 70 Series
however, with prices for the longstanding off-roader rising by between
$2360 and $3860 across the range.
Its update revolves around the
addition of a new 6.1-inch touchscreen
multimedia system boasting satellite
navigation, voice recognition and
Bluetooth connectivity.
Other new connectivity features
include two front USB ports, a 12V
power outlet and a bigger smartphone
holder while on the convenience
front, a cupholder has also been
added to the passenger’s door bin.
As before, the 70 Series range is
powered by a 4.5-litre turbo-diesel
V8, producing 151kW of power and
430Nm of torque.

Drive is sent to the wheels via
a five-speed manual transmission
with a low-range transfer case and
part-time all-wheel-drive system.
According to Toyota Australia sales
and marketing vice-president Sean
Hanley, regular model upgrades keep
faith with customers and help foster a
“remarkable” loyalty to the brand.
“As people look to explore their
own backyard more as we come
out of Covid restrictions, driving
holidays – whether they be extended
trips or a quick weekend away –
will be high on the agenda and the
improvements we have made to our
SUV and workhorse models that
deliver greater safety, comfort and
connectivity will make those trips
even more enjoyable,” he said.
Unlike the C-HR and LandCruiser
70 Series, the RAV4 has not been
treated to quite the same level of
gadgetry or safety updating.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Gaining ground

2000

Following shaky start in Australia, factorybacked SsangYong builds sales momentum

1500

By NEIL DOWLING

FEW car-makers have been shaken
as hard as SsangYong as it wore
years of ownership changes, a
financial rollercoaster ride and sales
hit by periodic disinterest from
Australian buyers.
But things are changing for the
better. Since late 2018, the Mahindra
& Mahindra-owned South Korean
manufacturer refreshed itself with a
new product line-up and for the first
time in an export market, factoryowned management.
The product range opened in 2018
with all-new – for Australia – Tivoli
small SUV, Tivoli XLV mid-size
SUV, Rexton large SUV and Musso
dual-cab ute. Two new models will
be launched in 2021 including the allelectric Korando, dubbed the E100.
As the brand eased into the end of
2018, it reported only three sales as
stock was slow to arrive and dealer
network was barely established.
Eighteen months on and sales to
the end of August 2020 are almost
1000 units, compared to 1040 units
for the entire 2019 under much
more favourable buying conditions.
SsangYong
Australia
told
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

SsangYong Australia cumulative sales Aug 2019 - Aug 2020

2500

GoAutoNews that steady growth
was the ideal scenario for the brand.
Its product and PR manager John
Taylor said the sales were increasing
based on factors led by the drive
experience and then pricing and
cost of ownership.
“The campaigns this year have had
a positive impact on sales,” he said.
“The
Tivoli
demonstrator
clearance in January and February,
followed by Tivoli run-out campaign
in March, and the last few months of
our Musso XLV run-out campaign
has been a real success to the point
where stock is rapidly running out.”
SsangYong has also added the
bonus of a three-year free servicing
program for all models that has
been available since June.
Mr Taylor said the seven-year
warranty,
seven-year
roadside
assistance and seven-year cappedprice service program – dubbed 777 –
was “certainly a contributor” to sales.
“This is particularly true with
Musso as it’s the only dual-cab
ute with a seven-year unlimited
warranty,” he said.
Mr Taylor said the test drive
was the biggest single factor in

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE
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converting people to a sale.
“These conversion rates are
continuing to be very high from
initial launch,” he said.
“We also see a strong repeat
business. SsangYong owners tend
to be very loyal to the brand, though
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2020

in saying that, we are increasingly
seeing customers trade in from a
real mix of vehicle brands.”
He also said media reviews were
continuing to be positive for all
models and dealers were noting
that customers would arrive at a

showroom with SsangYong road
reports.
Musso is SsangYong’s biggest seller
with 59 per cent of total sales – or 576
units – sold to the end of August.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Off the cards

Skoda unveils first-ever electric production vehicle,
however no plans for Enyaq SUV in Australia
By ROBBIE WALLIS

FOLLOWING a long teaser
campaign, Skoda has finally
unveiled its first-ever electric
vehicle, the Enyaq SUV, marking a
significant milestone in the Czech
brand’s history.
However the Enyaq is not
destined for local shores, with
Skoda Australia telling GoAuto
there are no plans to bring the zeroemissions model Down Under.
Based on the Volkswagen Group’s
MEB modular electric platform, the
Enyaq will be offered globally with
the choice of three battery sizes and
five different power outputs ranging
from 109kW to 225kW, including
an RS-fettled variant.
The choice of rear- or all-wheel
SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

drive will also be offered, while
driving range can extend up to
510km based on the WLTP cycle.
Entry-level versions – named
50 iV – score a 109kW/220Nm
rear-mounted motor with a 55kWh
battery and claimed range of up to
340km.
The Enyaq 60 iV increases battery
capacity to 62kWh, allowing for
an output of 132kW/310Nm and a
range of 390km.
Finally, the last three grades all
employ the full-size 82kWh battery,
which in the rear-drive Enyaq 80 iV
allows for the greatest WLTP range
(510km), with a power output of
150kW/310Nm.
Its
510km
range
ranks
favourably among other EVs,

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

such as the Audi E-Tron (400km),
Mercedes-Benz EQC (434km) and
Jaguar I-Pace (470km).
The 80x iV adds a second motor
to the front axle for all-wheel
drive, with power increasing to
195kW/425Nm, however range
takes a hit and drops to 460km.
Topping the line-up is the Enyaq
RS, the first-ever all-electric RS
variant, with power boosted to
225kW/460Nm (making it more
powerful than any other Skoda
Down Under) and range steady at
460km.
Sprinting from standstill to
100km/h in the Enyaq RS takes
6.2 seconds, with a top speed of

180km/h – 20km/h more than the
rest of the Enyaq range.
Charging capacity on the Enyaq
extends up to 125kW, with the
most powerful 82kWh battery
capable of charging from five to 80
per cent in 38 minutes when using
a DC fast charger.
Using an 11kW AC wall box will
take six to eight hours for a full
charge, depending on battery size.
The exterior styling of the Enyaq
shows a design that is recognisably
Skoda but with progressive
elements that separate it from its
internal-combustion counterparts,
starting with its Crystal Face grille.
Offered on 82kWh variants, the

Crystal Face places 130 LED light
modules in and around the grille
giving it a unique lighting signature,
paired with the LED matrix
headlights for a dazzling front end.
Alloy wheel designs range from
18 to 21 inches in diameter, while
the drag coefficient comes in at
0.27.
Measuring
4649mm
long,
1879mm wide and 1616mm tall
with a 2765mm wheelbase, the
Enyaq is slightly smaller than the
Kodiaq, and plays in the medium
SUV segment with boot capacity
rated at 585 litres.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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RENAULT WELCOMES TWO NEW EXECUTIVES
Renault Australia has also
RENAULT
Australia
has appointed Brendan Fulton as
strengthened its senior management aftersales marketing manager.
team with the appointment of two
He has previous experience as an
new executives in key business aftersales manager with automotive
areas for the French marque.
OEMs and joined Renault as
Deon
Bradley
has
a dealer business manager
been appointed general
earlier this year.
manager of network and
Ms Poelmann said the new
business
development,
role is more than driving
with responsibility for the
parts and accessories sales
development of a rolling
performance but will be
strategy driving awareness Deon Bradley driving strong initiatives to
and aspiration for the Renault grow service retention and increase
brand.
owner loyalty.
Mr Bradley had a successful
“Aftersales is a critical element
career in third-party logistics and of the business for our dealers and
automotive before joining Renault one the senior team is committed to
in March as a dealer
improving,” she said.
business manager and part
“With
Brendan’s
of the Renault Australia
appointment following on
executive team.
the heels of our new 5-5-5
Renault
Australia
Easy Life Service Package
managing director Anouk
we are putting the building
Poelmann said Mr Bradley’s
blocks in place to cement
appointment was a key to Brendan Fulton Renault’s future prosperity.”
the company working to develop
As previously reported by
a mid to long-term strategy for the GoAuto, Renault has also welcomed
brand in Australia.
back experienced product planner
“Deon will work closely with Victor Ly who has become product
our dealers and product planning manager for LCVs.
division to improve the profitability
He previously worked at Renault
and sustainability of the network in for more than five years in the
conjunction with Groupe Renault’s product planning department before
long-term strategy,” she said.
moving to Toyota Australia in 2018.
By NEIL DOWLING
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DBA BIDS FAREWELL TO FOUNDER PHILLIP JOSEPH
By NEIL DOWLING

LONG-STANDING
Australian
automotive component manufacturer
Disc Brakes Australia (DBA) is
farewelling its founder, Phillip Joseph
Snr, who is retiring after almost 40
years of growing the business.
DBA, which is now part of
GUB
Holdings,
has
appointed
Mr Joseph’s son,
Phillip Jnr, as
general manager of
operations.
Mr
Joseph
Phillip
Snr started his
Joseph Snr
automotive career
in 1973 with his father Oscar at
Sydney Clutch and Brake Exchange
in Waterloo, which changed one day
in around 1980 when a customer
wanted a replacement brake rotor
for a 1967 HR Holden, and so
Phillip offered the owner a rotor that

OFFICER DEPARTS MMAL

was custom made by his father.
Although Oscar had the foresight
to register the Disc Brakes name
as early as 1963, it was not until
the 1980s that the word Australia
was added and disc rotors became
more commonplace and demand for
replacement rotors increased.
DBA has always been a familyowned company with its head
office, engineering and production
facilities based in Sydney.
Under Phillip Joseph’s leadership,
it has remained at the forefront of
innovation and product design by
introducing patented technology
including the Kangaroo Paw
ventilation design, DBA’s T2 and
T3 slotted rotor design, En-shield
coating, and DBA’s 4000 Series and
5000 Series two-piece rotors for
high-performance applications.

MITSUBISHI Motors Australia
Limited
(MMAL)
general
manager of network development
Greg Officer has announced
his resignation from the triplediamond brand, citing interests
“outside of the automotive
industry”.
Having
been
in the role since
July this year,
Mr
Officer
joined
MMAL
from
Toyota
Motor Company Greg Officer
Australia (TMCA) in 2016,
during which time he has held
roles including regional sales
manager and national manager
of Mitsubishi’s Franchise of the
Future.

FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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By NEIL DOWLING
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Thar off-roader

LAUNCH

SEP

Skoda Kamiq
Audi E-Tron/E-Tron Sportback
Suzuki Swift

Suzuki will launch its updated Series
II Swift Down Under this month,
bringing a number of changes to its
pint-sized hatch range.

Porsche 911 Targa
Ford Puma
Mercedes-AMG GT-R Pro
Alpina B3

FULL NEW CAR DIARY: CLICK HERE

Mercedes-Maybach GLS600

Mahindra reveals Jeep Wrangler-inspired Thar
off-road SUV to rival Suzuki Jimny 4x4
By CALLUM HUNTER

MAHINDRA has taken aim at
the Suzuki Jimny with its new
Thar SUV, a light SUV player
promising “unmatched off-roading
capability” when it lands here in
the first half of next year.
Bearing more than a few
visual similarities with the shortwheelbase Jeep Wrangler, the Thar
is aimed squarely at the off-road
market with minimal overhangs,

SUBSCRIBE FREE: CLICK HERE

low-range gearing and part-time
four-wheel drive.
Measuring in at 3985mm long and
up to 1855mm wide, the Thar rides
on a 2450mm-long wheelbase and
boasts approach and departure angles
of 41.8 and 36.8 degrees respectively
with a 27-degree rampover angle.
Ground clearance is pegged
at between 219mm and 226mm
depending on the variant with an
official wading depth of up to 650mm.
Suspension duties are handled by
an independent double wishbone
setup at the front while a multi-link
arrangement takes care of things at
the back with a solid rear axle.
Power comes courtesy of either a
turbocharged 2.0-litre four-cylinder
petrol engine good for 112kW of

ADVERTISE: CLICK HERE

power and up to 320Nm of torque,
or the same 2.2-litre turbo-diesel
mill as found in the Pikup 4x4 ute,
which develops 97kW/320Nm.
Both powerplants can be paired
to either a six-speed manual
transmission or a six-speed
automatic, however the former
drops the petrol engine’s maximum
torque figure down to 300Nm.
A locking rear differential is also
fitted as standard to all variants.
Three body styles – hard-top,

convertible and soft-top – and three
trim levels – AX AC, AX Opt and
LX – are available overseas with the
exact Australian line-up and pricing
yet to be announced.
Depending on the variant, two
seating arrangements are also
available, the first being the traditional
four forward-facing (two front, two
rear) or a two forward (front) and
four side-facing (rear) set-up.
As alluded to earlier, the Thar bears
more than a few similarities with

the short-wheelbase Jeep Wrangler,
something that is no coincidence
and possible due to Mahindra still
holding the manufacturing licence
for the classic Willys Jeep.
The familiar deep-set, singular
headlights, vertically slashed square
grille, boxy cabin and square rear end
are all present with the whole package
rolling on 18-inch alloy wheels shod
with 255/65 R18 all-terrain tyres.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE

“An Autotrader lead is a higher quality lead, these customers know
our address, know our location and they know about our business so
they’re further down the buyer journey and more qualified.”
Tom Kennedy, General Manager Big Box Cars

Take the lead – list with autotrader.com.au
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LSH stays
the course

Breakfast Creek flagship weathers pandemic and prepares
for fairer trading conditions

Vic Govt
‘won’t listen’: VACC

ASG grows revenue
and acquisitions

Victorian govt blasted: ‘fails to understand’
auto retail sector as lockdown fallout intensifies

Luxury car sales barely affected by
pandemic but impairment changes slice profit
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By JOHN MELLOR

LSH Auto Australia’s landmark
dealership at Brisbane’s Breakfast
Creek is proving to be a sturdy
bulwark against the economic
fallout
from
the
Covid-19
pandemic, even though the full
lifestyle concept, and the expected
boost that is expected to add to the
footfall coming to the building,
has yet to become completely
operational.
One year on since the opening,
the Breakfast Creek dealership,
which sells only new MercedesBenz cars, has managed to maintain
new car orders at the same level as
2019 in spite of new-car sales in the
Queensland market being down by
19.4 per cent YTD June 2020.
While the Brisbane car market
has had the benefit of not being the
subject of showroom lockdowns
at any stage of the Covid-19
crisis, LSH management says that
“to some considerable measure
the new facility effect is driving
increased activity to the dealership”

A one stop shop for
your dealership.
mis@kpmg.com.au

and that the flagship is providing
Mercedes-Benz of Brisbane with
“increased differentiation in the
south-east Queensland MercedesBenz market”.
The innovative link between
premium car retailing and the
operations of upmarket Brisbane
chef Shannon Kellam, owner of the
exclusive Montrachet restaurant, is
also paying off.
Mr Kellam has opened the Mica
cafe on the boardwalk beside the
Breakfast Creek waterfront (see
separate article). The Mica cafe,
a patisserie, bistro and bar, is the
first of the two planned restaurants
in the building and is currently
drawing 5000 people a week.
This is recognised in restaurant
circles as a huge number and it is a
level of traffic most dealerships can
only dream about.
In the used-car market, MercedesBenz Brisbane has experienced a
30 per cent increase in sales, YTD
June 2020.
Continued next page
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John Good
Continued from previous page

Management says that this can be
partially attributed to an increasingly
vibrant used-car market as a result
of Covid-19, but it largely reflects
LSH’s reconfiguration of the usedcar business which is now located
in the former Mercedes-Benz of
Brisbane new-car showroom in
Fortitude Valley where MercedesBenz used-car buyers can these days
browse and buy in an air conditioned
up-market environment.
Used-car operations now totally
cover the Fortitude Valley site
resulting in increased stock and a
dedicated portion of the facility selling
non-Mercedes prestige used cars.
The Fortitude Valley site became
available when the new-car operations
moved to Breakfast Creek.
In spite of being open for just six
months in 2019, Mercedes-Benz
Australia nominated MercedesBenz of Brisbane in its top
three dealerships in Australia in
2019. LSH’s Mercedes-Benz of
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

Melbourne was second and LSH’s
Mercedes-Benz of Sydney was fifth.
LSH Auto Australia managing
director
John
Good
told
GoAutoNews Premium that one
of the byproducts of the Breakfast
Creek investment was the very latest
in communications systems built
into the dealership which have given
Mercedes-Benz of Brisbane a head
start in the race to contactless trading
that is being driven by Covid-19.
“The facility is not just the
bricks and mortar. We have made
a quantum leap in terms of what
we see as the new direction for
automotive as well. So it’s very
strong in terms of digitalisation.
“We’ve been able to leverage
and really springboard on this
digitalisation aspect, and we are
probably ahead of the game in many
ways. We can really offer a unique
experience for customers and
potential customers in that regard.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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You’re the most
important person
in the showroom
KPMG’s Motor Industry Services Team
puts you in the centre when we map out
strategies for your business.
We look at your dealership from every
angle – wealth creation, customer focus,
people, process, planning.
The right disciplines and the right data
will drive the best results – but no two
dealerships are alike.
So our specialists tailor their advice to fit
your unique business needs.
Find out more about our customised
approach to success and email the
KPMG Motor Industry Services Team today:

mis@kpmg.com.au

David Brown
Senior Manager
Motor Industry Services
KPMG

© 2020 KPMG, an Australian partnership. All rights reserved. 378288416ENT
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Culinary
delights a la
Mercedes
Shannon Kellam’s boardwalk cafe is thriving and driving footfall at Breakfast Creek
By JOHN MELLOR

THE recipe called for fine dining from
a rooftop restaurant, events for the
fashionable luminaries of Brisbane
(especially for those attracted to
the three-pointed star) and more
besides including a boardwalk cafe
on the Breakfast Creek waterfront
of the five-storey Mercedes-Benz of
Brisbane dealership.
And while the best-laid plans have
been partially usurped by the rules
of engagement introduced under
the Covid-19 pandemic, enough
has already been achieved on the
culinary side of the partnership
between renowned chef Shannon
Kellam and LSH Auto Australia
to show the great potential of what
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

is now possible as life in Brisbane experience with a lifestyle precinct;
steadily returns to normal.
each merging in with the other.
The concept of cafes in car
The plans fit in with LSH’s
dealerships goes back to the 1990s. intention to build a competitive
Auto impresario Ian Pagent even edge for Mercedes-Benz Brisbane
turned his MG showroom in Sydney’s by creating a destination that is
Surry Hills into a fully fledged
visited by its customers far
restaurant back then. But the
more frequently than the
scale of what is being put in
normal car purchase and
place adjacent to the Brisbane
vehicle service cycle. The
River elevates the concept to a
plan is to build sales from
whole new level.
the extra traffic generated by
To recap: The Breakfast
the lifestyle activities within
Creek dealership Mercedes- Shannon Kellam the building.
Benz of Brisbane, built by the
Mr Kellam was assessing the
local arm of the Hong Kong- provisions made for two food
based multinational LSH Group, business locations within the
is designed to blend a premium building when he saw an opportunity
automotive sales and service to completely transform his catering
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and restaurant operations in
Brisbane by leasing a big chunk of
the lifestyle area of the dealership
for a central commercial kitchen.
Shannon
Kellam’s
plans
encompassed:
• A rooftop Premium bar lounge
and private event spaces with fine
dining for up to 200 people and
an additional rooftop bar, lounge
and events terrace for another
150-200 people.
• Boardwalk bar, boulangerie and
patisserie and more casual dining
with coffee, sandwiches and hot
savoury food along Breakfast
Creek for about 400 people.
• A food preparation kitchen and
bakery on the third-level lifestyle

floor occupying 5500 square
metres with viewing windows
for the public to watch the chefs,
pastry cooks and bakers at work.
This operation supplies prepared
food to events spaces within the
dealership showrooms, to the
Kellam family’s dining areas
throughout the building, to their
Lumiere catering business and
wholesale clients.
• A cooking school for 20 people for
savoury dishes (meat, vegetables
etc) and another school for 20
people for baking, desserts and
pastries on level three.
• Private dining room attached to
the cooking school.
Continued next page
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Cooking school is soon to rev up again. Each of the two schools
can teach 16 people. MB customers can watch the 30 chefs and
other staff preparing food in the commercial kitchen.
Continued from previous page

• Delivery vans have access to
level-three kitchens via the two
car lifts used by the MercedesBenz Brisbane dealership. These
are used to deliver produce
into the kitchens as well as
deliver prepared food to his
restaurant, Montrachet, a separate
boulangerie in Bowen Hills (The
King Street Bakery) and deliveries
to outside catered events operated
under his Lumiere brand.
At this stage the Mica cafe on the
boardwalk is operating within social
distancing rules and is exceeding
the high hopes held for it by both
Mr Kellam in terms of his enterprise
and of the management of LSH
Auto who see it as a daily drawcard
of prospective owners into the
Mercedes-Benz brand umbrella.
Mr Kellam reports 5000 people a
week are visiting his Mica cafe; an
impressive level by the standards of
the hospitality industry and one that
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

brings smiles to the faces of those in
LSH Auto who backed the concept
during the planning stages.
Mr Kellam told GoAutoNews
Premium: “It’s a great location. It’s
the absolute ultimate location with
Newstead, Teneriffe, Ascot, Hamilton
around here. This spot is a central
hub to a lot of urban Brisbane living
along the waterfront. It’s one of the
main arteries in the CBD and it’s also
surrounded by an industrial estate. So
as far as all the dynamics of having a
great flow of people, I don’t think you
can find a better spot.”
The rooftop Premium bar lounge and
private event space has been put on the
back burner and various catered events
using the Mercedes showroom and the
cooking school were postponed when
Covid-19 set in. However Mr Kellam is
taking bookings for showroom events
and the cooking school, and activity
from October is looking promising.

Exclusive
access to
franchise
dealer stock
Get on board, before you’re left behind
Saving you time

Time based online
auctions 24/7, 365
days a year
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Mitsubishi unveils
showroom future

ALICE

ALICE

ALICE

ALICE

ADTORQUE
EDGE

ADTORQUE
EDGE

ADTORQUE
EDGE

Showroom space adds interactive and cafe facilities
for guests at the brand’s headquarters
By NEIL DOWLING

MITSUBISHI Motors Corporation
has unveiled a new showroom design
that could become the new face of
the brand for dealers throughout
major markets, including Australia.
The MI-Playground (pronounced
“my playground”) concept was
unveiled in Japan at Mitsubishi’s
headquarters in Tamachi, Tokyo.
The concept showroom is based
around Mitsubishi’s ‘Drive your
Ambition’ brand message and aims
to “serve as a field of interaction and
inspiration” to display the brand’s
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culture and technologies.
“MI-Playground refers to an
idea that everyone can experience
and enjoy this platform, where ‘M’
stands for Mitsubishi Motors, and
‘I’ stands for intelligent, inspiration,
ingenious and interaction,” the
company said.
“MI-Playground
marks
the company’s dedication to
continuously enriching customer
experience that feels personal,
adventurous and progressive.”
The company said the showroom
is about maximising the customer
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ADTORQUE
EDGE

experience and expects to bring
visitors an enjoyable experience to
test the latest Mitsubishi models and
feel closer to the brand.
“The overall design honours the
brand history and presents a clean
and modern design with the brand’s
corporate colors, white and black,
which are used as base colours
and accentuated with wood pattern
to provide a sense of warmth and
familiarity,” it said.
The showroom is built on two

levels with the ground floor designed
for vehicle display. Mitsubishi plans
to add displays for its concept cars
and workshops in the future.
On the upper level is a lifestyle
space with a cafe and lounges.
This level connects with Tokyo’s
Tamachi railway station.
As reported by GoAutoNews
Premium in August last year,
Paul Wakeling Mitsubishi in
Campbelltown
in
Sydney’s
outer southwest became the first

dealership in Australia to roll out
Mitsubishi Motors’ global customer
identity program.
The new global visual identity
design was unveiled in July 2018 and
is designed to complement the global
brand tagline, ‘Drive your Ambition’.
Mitsubishi Motors Corporation
said at the time it was rolling out
the new retail design across 5000
dealerships globally.
READ STORY ONLINE: CLICK HERE
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Vic Govt
‘won’t listen’:
VACC
Victorian govt blasted: ‘fails to understand’ auto retail sector as lockdown fallout intensifies
By NEIL DOWLING

THE
heart
of
Australia’s
automotive industry will remain
under severe pressure for at least
the next two months as Covid-19
plans outlined by the state premier,
Daniel Andrews, bring to an almost
standstill the ability for dealers and
service centres to conduct business.
It comes as industry bodies warn
the shutdowns will damage business
to such a degree that a recovery could
be a decade away and countless jobs
– including apprentices – will be lost.
At the core of its response to the
premier’s “road to recovery” is what
the Victorian Automobile Chamber
of Commerce (VACC) says is a
complete misunderstanding of the
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

retail sector and the diverse way in
which different parts of retail operate.
VACC CEO Geoff Gwilym
told GoAutoNews Premium that
the Victorian government and Mr
Andrews had “failed” in suppressing
the virus and the decision to keep
businesses shut was “a disgrace”.
“The government is treating the
automotive industry like a coffee
shop,” he said.
“It can’t discriminate between a
shop full of people selling coffee or
groceries or whatever, and two blokes
in a large warehouse servicing cars.”
He added that it was important to
note that under the premier’s plan,
Victoria will need to have less than
five Covid-19 cases a day before
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dealers can open up again.
“Yet NSW is open with 10 to 18
cases a day,” he said.
Mr Gwilym was also angry
that the VACC and other industry
bodies including the Motor
Trades Association and Australian
Automotive Dealer Association “had
engaged for weeks in conversation
with the government about keeping
servicing open for motorists”.
“Yet they didn’t listen to anything
we put forward,” he said.
“The meetings and conversations
were going on right up until Friday
and we were told we had a case,” Mr
Gwilym said.
“Then on Sunday it all changed
(with premier Andrews’ four-step

plan). I think the government has
shown a huge disregard for the
industry and to the motorists of
Victoria.”
Mr Gwilym said the government
had appeared to be negotiating
with industry but had ignored
representation from a range of
industries, not only automotive.
“We will have vehicles needing
servicing and repair that will be likely
driven in an unsafe condition,” he said.
“We will have apprentices put out
of work and are unlikely to return to
automotive. We will have dealerships
closing and people sacked.
“When the situation improves, we
will have a three-month waiting list
for people wanting to get their cars

repaired or serviced.
“All because the government
can’t see the difference between a
packed coffee shop and a workshop
with two technicians.”
A recent VACC report now expects
that the 68 per cent drop in sales of
new cars in August will be higher in
the September market report.
“Any gains made in the past
months have been completely
obliterated,” the report said.
Mr Gwilym said that the attention
of the industry now focuses on
getting vehicle servicing back to a
normal footing, providing work for
dealers and service centres.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Shape of
things to come
UK-made Volta Zero inner-city, centre-seat EV
delivery truck prepares for global sales
By NEIL DOWLING

VOLTA Trucks has used an online
event to reveal its first full-electric
model and its foray as an EV
manufacturer.
An inner-city delivery truck, the
Volta Zero, has been unveiled along
with news that Volta has partnered
with Bridgestone to supply tyres
to the pilot vehicles that start
evaluation with fleet operators in
Europe from early next year.
Large logistics fleet operators
have already signed-up to trial the
Volta Zero, including DPD Group
in the UK and Bring and Posten
in Scandinavia. Orders have also
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already been taken for the vehicle in
both markets.
The Volta Zero is claimed to be
the world’s first purpose-built fullelectric 16-tonne vehicle designed for
inner-city freight deliveries. Its aim is
to reduce the environmental impact
of freight deliveries in city centres.
It is the product of a Swedish
start-up company but the first trucks
will be made in Banbury in the UK.
Volta, which will aim initially at
the UK and European markets, is
also looking at expanding further
afield, eventually eyeing Australia.
The Zero is designed from the
ground up with input from companies
including Prodrive. The truck –
categorised as a Heavy Goods Vehicle
(HGV) – differs from rivals not only in
its powerplant, but in its central control.
It positions the driver low down,
centrally and forward of the front
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axle. The central location of the
driver avoids the cost of building
different versions for left-handdrive and right-hand-drive markets.
It is also lauded for giving
uninterrupted vision at street level
through 220 degrees.
The London mayor’s office
reports that 23 per cent of pedestrian
and 58 per cent of cyclist deaths in
London involved HGVs despite
making up only four per cent of
road miles in London.

Dangerous blind spots are
eliminated by positioning the driver in
the centre of the cab at eye level with
pedestrians, using extensive cabin
glazing and replacing conventional
rearview mirrors with cameras.
Passenger seating is arranged behind
the driver, on either side.
Transport for London already
has a star rating system for truck
visibility called the Direct Vision
Standard, which comes into effect
from October 2020. Prodrive said in

a statement that the Volta truck will
exceed that by such a margin as to
set a new standard.
Prodrive project leader Steve Price
said: “Trucks face two major issues
in an urban environment; not only
are diesel engines rapidly becoming
unacceptable but the category is
disproportionately represented in
accidents involving death and injuries
among pedestrians and cyclists.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Optimise your used car
profitability with AutoRadar
Take control of the destiny of your used car
operations, gain a deeper understanding
of the metrics that drive them and
maximise gross profit by stocking the cars
that consumers want with the power of
AutoRadar.

Use AutoRadar to answer key
questions:
What has been happening with that
exact vehicle in the last 45+ plus days?
How long have the cars taken to move
off the market?
How many pricing changes were my
competitors making and did those
prices fluctuate?

DISCOVER MORE

AutoRadar is powered by Kelley Blue Book
Bringing over 90 years of experience in creating vehicle valuations to
consumers in the U.S., Kelley Blue Book is now in Australia.
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I-Motor and TMM
join forces

NEW RULES NEEDS NEW WAYS
TO SELL AFTERMARKET
WITHOUT FACE-TO-FACE CONTACT

Helps you
convert
more deals,
including
missed
opportunities!

INTRODUCING

Tony Malby-Luke and Chris McCarthy
create i-Auto Media
By JOHN MELLOR

WELL-KNOWN auto website
specialist, i-Motor, has formed a joint
venture with Western Australia-based
advertising and marketing agency, The
Marketing Mix (TMM), to provide
a more complete service to dealers
and OEMs requiring both advertising
agency support as well as web services.
TMM is a full-service agency
with the majority of its clients in the
automotive industry, while i-Motor
specialises in auto web and digital
services. The new company will be
rolled out nationally.
The managing director of TMM,
Chris McCarthy, said in a statement:
“Tony and I think we can be stronger
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

together.”
The managing director of i-Motor,
Tony Malby-Luke told GoAutoNews
Premium that TMM, while based in
the west, was gaining customers
in Victoria and looking to expand
further.
TMM’s WA customers include
Mazda dealers and Subaru regional
teams on behalf of Subaru Australia
across a number of states.
“TMM’s strength is their above-theline advertising services. And from a
dealer’s point of view they also have
some other marketing strategies like
car key recovery programmes and
buyer referral rewards programmes,”
Mr Malby-Luke said.
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Everyone’s happy!
Connect
via DMS

A virtual sales tool designed
to communicate with your
customers at a time where
‘contactless’ is key.

“They have a cloud-based
platform called ADit which allows
their customers to keep track of all
their advertising and media spend
across all verticals for the year and
see where they got value.
“TMM was doing dealer websites,
but it is very hard to maintain
websites and keep them up to date –
especially with inventory. And that’s
our speciality. We were doing a pitch
for a large dealer group and I wanted
to pitch with a holistic approach, not

Customer receives
email and/or SMS
Salesperson
connects and
closes the deal
Customer
watches video

just: ‘We do this work but you have
to do the other stuff yourself’.
“We did a couple of dealers as
trials and it worked out really nicely
for the dealerships because it’s a
one-touch kind of relationship.
Everything can be packaged and
strategised by us.
“In some cases the dealers want to
do things themselves like their social
media. So, it’s like a smorgasbord.
Just choose the bits you want to use.
“So that’s how it all came about.”

LEARN MORE >

Powered by

Mr Malby-Luke said that where
TMM has clients who don’t have
websites with them, TMM can
approach them and solve their
issues with i-Motor under the i-Auto
Media brand.
“We can go back to all the i-Motor
dealers and tell them about our
division called i-Auto Media and if
they have advertising requirements
this is what we can do for them.”
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Cox reports record
used-car sales
Used cars still hard to get, easy to sell but Covid-19
restrictions could trim demand
By NEIL DOWLING

USED-CAR sales this year have
posted records but Cox Automotive
reports that July has shown some
easing in daily volumes.
In its latest report, it said that
August was expected to see some
stabilising based on the very low
availability of active stock and visible
trends for the 30-day rolling average.
Cox’s CAARS market report said,
however, that the “stabilisation”
was about 2300 vehicle sales a day
and that this was “hardly cause for a
negative outlook”.
“That said, current lockdown
measures in Melbourne and Stage
Three Covid-19 restrictions in
regional Victoria will put pressure
on maintaining this volume
throughout August,” it said.
“July 2020 reported a 10.3 per
cent decline in delisted vehicles
compared to June 2020.
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

“Compared to the same period
last year the number of used-vehicle
sales increased 17.7 per cent from
July 2019 to July 2020.”
The report said that there was a
fall of 2.3 per cent in active listings
on Cox’s online sales platforms
in July compared to the previous
month of June.
There was also a 15.9 per cent
decrease in active listings in July
2020 compared to the same period
last year.
“On average, active vehicles
were listed in the market for 19
days in July compared to June 2020
which reported an average of 23
days,” it said.
“In July 2019, active vehicles
were listed for 17 days.”
The decrease in listings came with
a fall in online consumer activity
with a 23.8 per cent decrease in
unique users visiting the Cox sites in
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July 2020 compared with June 2020.
“With the decrease in unique
visitors a marginal reduction in
average page views was expected,
finishing the month down 2.3 per
cent to an average of 2.99 pages
viewed per unique visitor,” it said.
“Aligning with the decrease in
unique website users and time spent
on site, July reports a 4.9 per cent
decrease in the number of leads
submitted across our websites.”
However, Cox reports that there

was an increase in conversion rates
that went against the downward
trend in unique visitors.
“It indicates that customers who
remain in the market are of a high
quality,” the report said.
“This is a positive indicator of
improved consumer sentiment
and the impact of conversion
optimisation updates rolled out to
the modular website platform in
Q3.”
It added that Covid-19 has put

pressure on consumers who are
now relying on digital retailing to
purchase vehicles online due to
lockdown restrictions.
“With a 27.8 per cent increase in the
number of online deposits received
via our dealer websites, the average
deposit in July was $419,” it said.
“This represents a 15.4 per cent
increase than the average deposit in
June which was $363.”
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Australian conversion
of Brazilian ute

No friction
car subscription
Carly promotes your cars, finds subscribers,
handles ID verification, credit checks,
payments, insurance and customer service.
It couldn’t be easier. There’s a reason
we’re the auto industry’s favourite.

Tough Brazilian EV ute shaves ownership
costs for underground mining
By NEIL DOWLING
battery pack. It can be recharged to
AUSTRALIAN mining services 80 per cent in 15 minutes.
company Safescape has presented
For now, the Bortana EV is aimed
an electric vehicle for underground at underground mining and is not
mining operations where worker intended for private and leisure uses.
safety and low operating costs are
Safescape managing director
critical and where range
Steve Durkin said the
anxiety isn’t an issue.
prototype’s current range
Safescape, with offices
suits underground mining
in Victoria and Western
because it equates to the
Australia, has shown its
distance covered in one shift.
Bortana EV dual-cab ute
The Bortana is based on
that has direct applications
the Brazil-made Agrale
in mining but can be tailored Steve Durkin Marrua 4WD and had its
to other industries including beginnings when Safescape was
forestry, fire-fighting, agriculture looking for a ute that would make
and military.
mining safer and more efficient.
The Australian-built prototype
Safescape replaced the diesel
has a range of 120km but because of running gear of the militarythe payload of about 1600kg, has the spec Marrua with an electric
ability to carry a significantly larger drivetrain sourced from different
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020
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suppliers, including Australian
battery systems manufacturer 3ME
Technology.
Safescape worked with 3ME
Technology with funding and
assistance from the Australian
government business initiative,
the METS (Mining Equipment,
Technology and Services) Ignited
Project, to create the Bortana.
The company’s mining services
business makes and supplies
specialised equipment such as the

Laddertube escapeway – of which
it has sold more than 42,000 metres
to 120 mines – and the Multi-Bund
(portable retaining wall system)
and Edge Protector (portable wall
sections) products.
Mr Durkin said when used in
underground mining, conventional
vehicles such as a Toyota
LandCruiser were expensive to
maintain and had an average costof-ownership of around $7500 a
month per vehicle and in some

cases, up to $10,000. He said many
didn’t last more than three years.
The final price of the Bortana EV
isn’t confirmed yet and will depend
on the specification for the end
user. Safescape is the Australian
distributor for the diesel-engined
version, the Marrua, which has a
price of about $150,000.
Mr Durkin said the EV version
could be twice that price, or more.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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Motorcycle Holdings
posts profit leap

Pandemic drives sales lift as more people
seek an escape on motorcycles
By NEIL DOWLING

AUSTRALIA’S biggest motorcycle
group, Motorcycle Holdings Ltd,
recorded a bumper 2020 financial
year with a 14 per cent rise in sales
and an 81 per cent leap in net profit
to $15.2 million.
In a period when Covid-19
damaged business in most sectors,
Motorcycle Holdings Ltd (MTO)
cited a “solid increase” in new
and used bike sales along with
an expanded range of product,
improved dealer network and the
support of the federal government
through JobKeeper.
It also said the outlook was one of
“cautious optimism” because of the
renewed interest in motorcycles as a
leisure product.
But the company tempered this by
warning that the current heightened
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

sales momentum may turn if there
are future shutdowns due to the
pandemic.
While new motorcycle sales
had drifted in the past few years,
MTO’s sales had risen. The
Australian motorcycle market
for registered and off-road bikes
has fallen 10 per cent from 2017
when it recorded 112,587 sales, to
89,595 sales in 2019.
In the same period, MTO new
sales went from 9089 (2017) to
9468 (2019) and in the financial
year to June 30, 2020, up to 11,013
for a 16 per cent rise.
In its statement to the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX), MTO
CEO David Ahmet said there
were challenging conditions in the
past financial year but that “the
company’s performance in the last
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quarter exceeded expectations”.
“We were able to expand the
network, reduce costs extensively
across the group and significantly
grow our underlying EBITDA and
profit after tax for the year,” he said.
“Importantly, we were able to
improve our net debt position
considerably and finished the year
with $39.5 million in cash, up from
$9.2 million the previous year.”
MTO now has 16 top-selling
global motorbike brands in its

business and Mr Ahmet said the
expanded range was responsible for
generating business.
“The company grew its market
share by securing about 11.1 per
cent of the national new-bike sales
during the financial year, compared
with 10.6 per cent in the previous
year,” he said.
“Used-bike sales increased 11 per
cent to 10,082 units (2019 was 9068
units) with sales improving across
all brands.

“We expanded the network by
adding six new Indian dealerships to
our existing sites and building and
relocating a new Harley-Davidson
dealership in Melbourne in the
second half.
“Two new dealerships were added
to the network in the first half of the
year – Northside Harley-Davidson
in Melbourne and Canberra
Motorcycle Centre.
FULL STORY: CLICK HERE
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ASG grows revenue
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Tax win for Carly
subscribers
ATO to allow tax deductions for
subscription payments made to
Carly for work vehicles
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Luxury car sales barely affected by pandemic but
impairment changes slice profit
By NEIL DOWLING

LUXURY car retailer AutoSports
Group Ltd has reported a 0.5 per
cent rise in revenue for the financial
year to $1.7 billion, buoyed by the
strength of the prestige car segment.
The pandemic impacted car
sales, particularly in April 2020
where ASG said the month showed
the sharpest decline in 23 years,
down 48.5 per cent on the previous
corresponding month.
But ASG said its balance sheet for
the 2019-20 year was strengthened
by its focus on the luxury and
prestige car segments on the east
coast of Australia. This segment
had a sales fall of 1.1 per cent in
the 2020 financial year compared
with the previous period, while total
new-car sales dropped 13.7 per cent.
While revenue remained strong,
EDITION 1038 - SEP 9, 2020

ASG has declared an accountingrelated impairment charge caused
by the pandemic that affects its
cashflow forecast. The charge has
no effect on cashflow or earnings.
It resulted in a charge of $109.2
million that led to a net loss after tax
figure of $102.4 million, down from
the $11.2 million profit made in the
previous year.
In its statement to the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX), ASG
said the impact of the coronavirus
pandemic dominated management
decision-making “as the company
worked quickly to prioritise safety
and minimise the impact of business
interruption to protect as many jobs
as possible for the long term. This
will be a continued focus in FY21.”

Want to convert more leads to sales?
AutoPlay’s Sales Pipeline simplifies lead
management – capturing all your leads via
one simple platform.

AutoPlay improves efficiency,
helping dealerships sell better.
We connect buyers and sellers through our
smart digital tools, helping salespeople sell
more cars.

Find out more: autoplay.com.au | 1800 945 201
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ACDelco service plan
revealed
GM plans to ramp up ACDelco’s
presence with expanded parts sales
and special service centres
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‘More work to do’ – AADA
Industry achieves few solid reforms for the
auto dealers in franchise report
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Auto manufacturing
jobs growing
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Vehicle body-building sector creates
1700 jobs in three years despite
end of car manufacture
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ASIC pursuit ‘unwarranted’

That’ll be the
phone, Reg

AADA questions the need for further changes to dealer
sales of insurances and warranties

Missed and abandoned phone calls
are costing dealers $260 a time,
says WildJar boss
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